additional evidences for the
people tribunal on lebanon
from newweapons

Houla
2 dead, 5 survivors (3 wounded)
The attack caused the death of 2 women and
the wounding of 4 people.
The missile entered the room where they were
dining
one of the survivors, a child, has lost one eye
and all reported serious burns, here
photographed in late November.
The family
described the attack and
kept the pieces of the missile that targeted them

Houla, july 2007
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- Dr. Bachir Sham in Sayda
described the symptoms
found in the dead bodies
that he received at “the
Southern Health center”

- Corpses Deformation
and swelling.
- Black colored corpses
without burns
- Strange and strong
smell causing hardship in
breathing.
- Blood coagulation / no
bleeding
- Absence of wounds
and splinters in the
bodies.
- Eye wounds.

-Al
Ramila
-Al Dweir
-Bent Jebiel
-Sour

(electromagnetic
)microwave
weapons
Or power
oriented weapons
called: death rays
weapon.
wave presure
devices
(thermobaric/Fae
s)

The doctors said they have
never seen burns of this
kind.
See www.wikepedia.com on
white phosphorus

Third degree burns
involving muscles and
internal organs, so that
they get stuck with each
other and that are
impossible to cure.

ﻥﻭﻱﻉﺝﺭﻡ
-Bleida
-Hawla
-Sour
-Gaza

-Phosphorus
Bombs
-Burning agents,
as in DIME

-No external wounds.
-It is assumed lungs
arrest and heart attack
as cause of death
-Brain bleeding

Al
Nabteya

Vacuum Bombs
or thermo baric
Bombs

-Many reports were
addressing silent missiles,
without any blast sound
before buildings totally

By Al Safir, July 2006

FIRST EYE WITNESS
--colors of explosions and of bodies- smells- lack of air
Hassan Abdu Allah taking pictures for the general security council for Hezbullah
at beer/ well Al Abd at the Rouais zone, the night of 13th of July: “at the fall of
one of the missiles the area glowed for seconds before we heard the sound of
the blast. There were white little explosions within the orange color that
resulted from the main explosion”. Abdu Allah reported a “strange smell” on the
following day at the explosion site, and of the great hole of about 12 m in
diameter.
Abdu Allah was also present at the bombing of Kafr Shayma:
“I felt as if the oxygen has been sucked out from the air for a while, when I was
near the Pepsi Lab in Shewayfat, and I had difficulties in breathing for a while.
Abdu Allah when on the night of the 25th of July a 3 tons missile was dropped on
the Safeer area saw grey color powder: “the concrete does not produce such a
fine powder”. Next day when he went to photograph the collapsed building he
could not enter the place “without a mask due to the strange smell”.

•

FIRST EYE WITNESS -colors and smells

•

One of the correspondent for a foreign agency in Lebanon (asking
not have his name mentioned) reports that the dawn of the 13th
July, in the first raid on Beirut south a yellow light has drawn his
attention. “I never saw that color before, despite of covering
several wars”.

•

Another correspondent for a foreign agency in Beirut (asking not
to have his name mentioned) noticed a strange smell. “It is not
the gunpowder smell nor the explosive materials that we know”.
This occurred in the Sour zone in most of the bombing. He added
that “once we arrived to the incursion place, we suffered
symptoms such as severe coughing and vomiting”.

•

Bilal Kiblan (the ambassador) strictly says that “ the colors in the
explosions are not normal and he saw also a strange black color:
“This is not the color of fire that we know, and there is really no
fire, only massive destruction. The color was a fluctuating black”.
Bilal also talks about “ a grey color powder” that he has started to
notice since the 17th of July.

FIRST EYE WITNESS -blackned bodies, swollen

Hassan Ammar indicates that the corpses not buried under the debris
of buildings look like “ burned corpses and are not burned, at the
same time. The burns is not what we know usually”. Ammar adds: ”
the bodies of the martyrs stay as was alive but undressed
blackened”
Also the foreign agency correspondent in Sour (who asked not to have
his name mentioned) said: ”the corpses are awkwardly black in
color. There are many martyrs with blisters on their faces or their
skin swollen with a great blister like a balloon”.
and ….lack of external wounds
He also talks of wounded Samir Faour who got shot on his motorbike
on the 23rd of July “his face was covered with blood without him
having any wounds”
from Alsafir
Mohamed Sallam, board director of ambulances in Sour after an air raid
which destructed an house in the Bazoureya village: ”I found under
the debris a 9 months child and when undressed him in order to see
if wounded, his body turned black immediately as soon as it had a
contact with air ”

